How would I classify the following crash for OGP reporting purposes?

1. An employee driving a company owned, contracted, leased or rental car while on company business hits or is struck by an animal while en route to a field location and the vehicle cannot be driven from the scene under its own power.

Answer:
OGP MVC – Yes; Severity – Serious

2. An employee driving a company owned, contracted, leased or rental car while on company business swerves to avoid an animal while en route to a field location with light damage to the bumper but can be safely driven from the scene under its own power.

Answer:
OGP MVC – Yes; Severity – Light

3. A company vehicle is involved in a collision with a third party vehicle. There is only light damage to the company car but the third party vehicle is severely damaged and cannot be safely driven from the scene under its own power.

Answer:
OGP MVC – Yes; Severity – Serious

4. A contractor dump truck pulls away from the side of the road and runs over a pedestrian. The pedestrian dies as a result of the injuries.

Answer:
OGP MVC – Yes; Severity – Catastrophic

5. A car is picked up by a maintenance company for repairs and is involved in an incident.

Answer:
OGP MVC – No; Severity – N/A

6. An employee is taking company cars in for service during normal working hours and suffers minor damage when struck by another vehicle but can be safely driven from the scene under its own power.

Answer:
OGP MVC – Yes; Severity – Light
7. A customer arranges transport of company product and the transporter is involved in motor vehicle crash while delivering product.

Answer:
OGP MVC – No; Severity – N/A

8. During product delivery, an operator does not remove the overfill protection device or 'scully cord' and drives off.

Answer:
OGP MVC – No; Severity – N/A

9. A piece of equipment on the back of a contractor’s flat bed truck was damaged during transit by striking a fixed object (i.e., overhead piping or bridge deck – driver did not check for clearance) but the vehicle can be safely driven from the scene under its own power.

Answer:
OGP MVC – Yes; Severity – Light

10. A company employee has a crash involving a JV-owned vehicle. No injury occurred and the vehicle can be safely driven from the scene under its own power.

Answer:
OGP MVC – Yes; Severity – Light

11. While following another vehicle, a part of the load of the vehicle in front falls and strikes the company vehicle. The company vehicle cannot be safely driven from the scene under its own power.

Answer:
OGP MVC – Yes; Severity – Serious

12. An employee driving a company car for personal use dies as a result of an MVC.

Answer:
OGP MVC – No; Severity – N/A

13. An employee of a contractor hired to transport employee’s families is involved in a collision with another vehicle while driving a company employee’s family to the
supermarket. The driver and a family member require medical treatment and the vehicle cannot be safely driven from the scene under its own power.

Answer:
OGP MVC – Yes ; Severity – Serious

14. An employee of a contractor is transporting a company employee and strikes another vehicle. The driver suffers an injury resulting in days away from work.

Answer:
OGP MVC – Yes ; Severity – Major

15. A chauffeur hired by the company is driving a company employee to work in a company car and strikes another vehicle but both vehicles can be safely driven from the scene under their own power.

Answer:
OGP MVC – Yes ; Severity – Light

16. An employee of a contractor is driving a company employee’s family member to school and strikes another vehicle. The 3rd party vehicle cannot be safely driven from the scene under its own power.

Answer:
OGP MVC – Yes ; Severity – Serious

17. A contract employee is transporting a company employee to that employee’s normal work location when a motor vehicle incident occurs. The 3rd party vehicle involved cannot be safely driven from the scene under its own power.

Answer:
OGP MVC – Yes ; Severity – Serious

18. A crash occurs while driving a rental car on company business resulting in a minor injury (first aid case) and the vehicle can be driven in a roadworthy state.

Answer:
OGP MVC – Yes ; Severity – Light

19. A crash occurs involving a contractor vehicle performing work for the company. The vehicle cannot be driven from the scene.
20. A contracted individual transporting product to a customer is involved in motor vehicle crash. No injury occurs but the vehicle cannot be safely driven from the scene under its own power.

Answer:
OGP MVC – Yes; Severity – Serious

21. A vehicle driven by an employee while on company business is rear-ended at a stoplight. The employee needs medical treatment and loses a day away from work.

Answer:
OGP MVC – Yes; Severity – Serious

22. A vehicle driven by an employee is rear-ended at a stop light while on company business. There is no injury to the employee and the vehicle is drivable however there is an injury to the 3rd party.

Answer:
OGP MVC – Yes; Severity – Light

23. A contractor truck under company operational control breaks down. Another truck passing by offers to help and in the process of transporting the load is involved in an MVC where either vehicle cannot be safely driven from the scene under its own power.

Answer:
OGP MVC – Yes; Severity – Serious

24. The company contracts with another company that subsequent uses a 3rd party trucking company to deliver a product that is hit by another vehicle. A third-party fatality occurs.

Answer:
OGP MVC – Yes; Severity – Catastrophic

25. A company car driven by a spouse driving an employee to an airport for a business trip is struck by another vehicle and the 3rd party vehicle cannot be safely driven from the scene under its own power.
26. A contractor borrows a company vehicle to drive to a work-related meeting and is involved in an MVC. The vehicle cannot be driven from the scene under its own power.
Answer: OGP MVC – Yes; Severity – Serious

27. Any employee has a crash while driving to/from home in a personal car and regular workplace or assembly point.
Answer: OGP MVC – No; Severity – NA

28. Any employee has a crash while driving to/from home in a company vehicle and regular workplace or assembly point. The employee has a lost workday associated with the MVC.
Answer: OGP MVC – No; Severity – NA

29. An employee is taking a taxi to the hotel from the airport on a business trip. The taxi is rear-ended and employee suffers a lost workday as a result of the incident.
Answer: OGP MVC – Yes; Severity – Serious

30. An employee is traveling to a company social dinner when struck by another vehicle.
Answer: OGP MVC – No; Severity – NA

31. An employee business trip includes a non-working weekend stay over. The employee has a crash with the rental car during the weekend prior to returning to work.
Answer: OGP MVC – No; Severity – NA
32. An employee returns from a business trip, gets in their personal car parked at the airport, proceeds to drive home, and is involved in a MVC that results in a rollover.

Answer:
OGP MVC – Yes; Severity – Major

33. An employee on company business turns his rental vehicle over to a hotel valet to park. The valet strikes a pole and knocks the side mirror off.

Answer:
OGP MVC – No; Severity – NA

34. An employee on company runs over a small object on the road or is hit by a small object that causes superficial damage (e.g., stone chip)

Answer:
OGP MVC – No; Severity – NA

35. An employee on company business drops a load item onto the road.

Answer:
OGP MVC – No; Severity – NA

36. An employee on company business drops a load item onto the road that is subsequently struck by another vehicle rendering it inoperable.

Answer:
OGP MVC – Yes; Severity – Serious

37. An employee on company business strikes an object on the road that causes damage but can be safely driven from the scene under its own power.

Answer:
OGP MVC – Yes; Severity – Light

38. An employee on company business encounters road damage (pothole) that when struck causes damage sufficient to require towing.

Answer:
OGP MVC – Yes; Severity – Serious
39. While parking a company vehicle into a parking space in a car park, the vehicle scrapes the car park wall resulting in superficial scratches to the rear bumper.

Answer:
OGP MVC – Yes; Severity – Light

40. While driving a company vehicle, the right rear wheel falls off due to loose wheel nuts. The vehicle cannot be driven from the scene because of damage to the wheel – no injuries occurred.

Answer:
OGP MVC – No; Severity – NA (Vehicle Damage only, no collision)